Ford ranger manual transmission interchange

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very helpful dealer, the
buying experience with them was so smooth and we done everything in a matter of minutes. It
had a blown head gasket. We feel so blessed to have gotten out of this deal. The writeup stated
'1 owner car'. This dealer has "cash" cars and a wide variety. Decent pricing for what you get,
but i decided on a different route. They were nice guys willing to work with you. I might be back
some day. My experience was good. I purchased a Ford Focus there. The owners are very nice
people. I would recommend Universal Auto Credit to anyone that is looking to purchase quality
used cars. Nice truck a little high for the mileage on it. But it might be just what someone is
looking for. Truck was misrepresented in a phone call saying that is was very clean and it was
not with rusty rims, rear bumper damage, and aftermarket radio. Very disappointed overall. Ok
so I was going for a f but someone at the lot has been driving it. Needless to say they never got
in contact with the guy who had the truck so i never got it. Just friendly all around. Was able to
test drive the vehicle with very little hassle. Never felt pressured at all. It really felt like they just
wanted to be there to answer any questions I may have had. Eli was truly amazing! Very good
experience with David. Professional, no haggle, a pleasure to work with. Response was in
minutes, vehicle conditions were as described. Staff, friendly and accommodating. Without
doubt or hesitation I'd recommend "Mancini motors" to anyone I know who want to purchase a
vehicle. Chino and the guys there were great they picked me up at the airport there was nothing
wrong with the car except for what they told me they took care of the problems I found and got
me going in 24 hours then negotiated the price so that it fit my budget thank you so much it's a
car been looking for. What can I say I should of trusted other reviews : When I called it went to
voicemail.. I called back asked what time you open I could not understand him. Mike was
awesome. He cared more about helping me than taking my money. Catch him on weekends.
They are professionals I would recommend buying a car or even using there other services
there shop is really awesome and the prices are fare. Very nice owner, it's only been a couple
days but as of right now the vehicle is running good still. Decent prices on all vehicles on the
lot. Would definitely go there again, I love my new car! This vehicle was trashed out the back
window was glue , dints everywhere the vehicle dint look like the pictures. Bad dealer. Tino put
us in a better situation then this truck, because this truck got sold right before we got there. If
he don't have what your looking for, he knows the right people to talk to. Tino helps to get what
you need for the price you and your family are looking for. Thanks TINO! Ford already
considered shutting down the Ranger once in , leaving very little room to hope for an updated
comeback here in the States. Overseas, however, will be a different story with plenty of enviable
features in the new release. Perhaps the puddles of drool will be enough to convince Ford we
do want smaller fuel-efficient trucks - we just want them with a few more of the modern
conveniences offered in the midsize competition. The hp 2. Aside from that the Ranger looks
like a truck from the '90s, rides like a truck from the '90s, and drives like a truck from the '90s pretty much because it is a truck from the '90s. That said, at least the price is right on, thanks in
large part to these minimal changes. Take it or leave it, because after this you can kiss the
Ranger goodbye. Sporting an hp 2. That utility was greatly expanded once a hp 2. An STX trim
for rougher terrain joined the lineup too, with bigger tires, new paint and bucket seats. A
overhaul replaced the 2. The SuperCab debuted coupled with a 6-foot bed, technically
increasing passenger capacity to 5 with optional jump seats in the extra cab space. For Ford
upgraded all 4WDs to the 2. Back down to Earth, the '89 facelift brought a few interior
conveniences and exterior aggression, with a few tweaks to the base engine and rear antilock
brakes as a standard feature. With just 2, units produced, Ford scrapped the GT and focused on
higher pursuits for the update. SuperCabs gained fuel capacity for a total of 20 gallons, and
4WDs now had the option of a 4-liter hp V6 and 5-speed manual or optional heavy-duty 4-speed
automatic transmission. Then came the Sport in , which was basically the GT skin without its
meat, and it too would live on for just 2 years. Two-wheelers finally came of age, though, with
the same ponies offered in the STX since , but with a 3-liter V6. How dull - but Ford was hard at
work on the next generation. The second-generation overhaul revamped the entire truck, inside
and out. In addition, the 2. A few engine tweaks amped the 2. The new generation of Ranger
pickups grew by about 4 inches with a fresh face inside and out, affording greater comfort and
more creature comforts. Driving dynamics were also much improved, the 2. In addition to some
cosmetic shuffling on the other trims, the 3-liter could now run on ethanol, gasoline or a
combination of the two. The only significant change to start out the fourth and current
generation was the switch from an overhead valve 4-liter V6 to an overhead cam 4-liter V6 good
for hp. All-wheel ABS became more widely available, new option packs afforded more
outdoorsy and luxurious feature sets, and the Edge came on board with either rear-wheel drive
or 4WD. The FX4 gained a tough big brother in the '03 Level II, but until the Ranger gained only
a series of cosmetic and audio upgrades, and many years saw the Ranger carry over without a

single significant change. Even worse, the '09 would lose the 3-liter V6, and the saw
significantly fewer options available to the everyday consumer - although stability control, side
airbags and a Class III hitch were now standard across the board. The Ranger's lack of updates
has attracted a great deal of criticism, and rather than facing the music, Ford has seemingly
opted to let the Ranger run off to greener pastures. Although nothing is officially confirmed yet,
the rumor mill is 2 years old, and at the time Ford said the U. Ranger and its Twin Cities plant
would close down for The steep price drop from there is indicative of the quality you should
expect. The '96 is the one to get if you intend to use a child seat - these were the first to feature
a switch to disable the passenger-side airbag. The maker of the king of full-size pickup trucks,
the F, also produces plenty of mid-size trucks in the form of the Ford Ranger. Although the Ford
Ranger disappeared from American new car dealerships after , it came storming back for the
model year. Offered in a couple of cab configurations and with a range of engines during its last
decade of U. It wasn't hugely comfortable or high-tech, but Ford Rangers soldier on when other
automakers have left the mid-size pickup segment. The Ford Ranger offers a single powertrain
and isn't particularly sophisticated from a tech standpoint, but it does offer best-in-class torque
and towing. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Manual Ford Ranger listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Midsize pickup trucks are not designed for the
worksite. They lack the size or capability for the rigors of commercial use. These smaller trucks
are lifestyle vehicles, designed for hauling bikes and. Ford Ranger Reviews Review. This is a
very nice truck. I had a Ford Escape I traded in on this, and I must say the ride is very similar. I
was expecting a more jolting, less smooth ride, but this is not the case. My Ranger is fairly
loaded with a lot of the features that the Escape had. I dont miss the leather seats. I do miss not
having to place a key in the ignition. I bought the Ford Ranger Lariat. I love it. Great truck. Love
the tight drive in the steering wheel, and smooth ride. Has a lot of technology if you like that, I
am learning. Nothing is missing! Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. Our Ford Ranger has a transmission that needs to be replaced. When you
research the Tag code it is 5R55E which says fits from Can you verify this statement to be true,
and if so why ONLY transmission. Do you. I would recommend replacing it only with the same
year and here is why. The manufacturers change things very often, sometimes within the same
model year. Also, the computer on the truck is designed to recognize specific sensors within
the transmission that change from year to year. It's sad to say, but the days of the C4 and C6
transmissions that would work on just about any ford are gone. Trust me when I tell you if the
sensors are the least bit different, you will have problems. It could be a shift problem, no shift,
engine rev too high before shifting. Stay with the exact replacement. Was this answer. Its a
"hard to find" transmission, is there another year that is compatible? Honestly, we recommend
staying with a direct fit part. There are changes made so often it is hard to keep track of. Also, I
have no cross reference book. You may want to contact a salvage yard. They should have the
cross reference information that you need. Will ford explorer transmission interchange with ford
ranger and do they have to be the same year have 97 2wheel drive automatic if so what years
are interchangable Was this answer. The Explorer uses either 4. The trans used are different
and not interchangeable. The Explorer uses a 5 speed transmission whereas yours is a 4 speed.
The Aerostar would have one that is similar to the Ranger. Transmisison code should be 4R44E.
Can I swap my truck listed above transmission with the Ford Explore as long as it s the same
model number on the transmission 5R55E and there both between and Hello, I'm Danny.
Unfortunately, I need to have a little more info before answering that. You based the question on
a 4wd Ranger. What year is the transmission you plan on swapping into the Ranger? Hope this
helps and get back to me when you can. Thanks for using 2CarPros. The Explorers range from
As long as the model number is the same and the electrical connectors to the computer you
should be okay. I recently bought a new transmission for my 2wd ranger unfortunately it is a
4wd tranny is it compatible with my input shaft? What do I need to do do install it into my truck?
Should it hook right up or is there something special I need to do or anything special I should
check for? We only recommend direct fit parts because there are always problems when you
change things. In this case, it should bolt to the engine, but is the tail housing shorter or
different to take a transfer case? Is it the same model transmission? The 4x4 version has a
transfer case that is mounted on the back of the transmission and therefore the lengths of the
transmissions are different. It would be best for you to find a 2wd version transmission. Hope
this helps all of you and thanks again for using 2CarPros. Please login or register to post a
reply. Related Transmission Interchange Content. We Pulled The Engine And However, Winter

Has Just Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! LKQ Online is listing a used
transmission in good, working condition. No photos of the actual transmission are available. A
Stock photo has been used as a general representation. Warranty covers the transmission case,
torque converter included for automatic transmissions only and all internal components. The
warranty does not cover any external wiring, sensors or other external parts that can be
transferred from your current transmission. There is NO core charge for this transmission. To
aid in installation, you get to keep your current transmission and all attached accessories. This
is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You will only receive what is
pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else will be
included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working
condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in
the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is
your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may
be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL
other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for
any inconvenience it may cause. Re-learning or resetting the Transmission to the vehicle may
involve towing Not Driving to a dealership of same manufacturer in order to be performed. In
certain types of Transmissions the TCM transmission controlling computer is incorporated with
the Valve body which may require the valve body to be replaced. Transfer cases are not
included with transmission from AWD vehicles. Warranty does NOT cover labor, diagnostic,
towing or rental car costs. This will ensure the cooling system is flowing. You may verify with
your local dealer if a re-learn is required for your vehicle. We do not reimburse for this service.
Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay your order. Please provide the
business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Sales Tax may be applicable. You
must provide at the time of check out a day time phone number. You must also provide our
authorized Proof of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If
not presented you will be turned away until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for
your own protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of
full payment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will need this type of service
please contact us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash,
or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax
- U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law.
Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts
are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and
limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do
not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our
listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe
and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. Reverse: 3. This is a fully synchronized 5-Speed manual
transmission with a fifth gear overdrive. It has a stamped metal pan on the bottom much like an
automatic transmission and the main case is tapered toward the rear. This is a top shift fully
synchronized transmission. This has a light duty aluminum case and has a rectangular shape
casting ribs with a large top cover. The R-2 is known for leaking oil from a rubber plug in the top
cover. You will need 3 plugs. These transmissions often melt down due to the oil loss caused by
these plugs. Many owners have went with synthetic transmission fluid hoping to extend the life
of the transmission. Synthetic fluid handles high temperatures and pressures better then
conventional fluids. After time, the slave cylinder fails to release the clutch completely.
Unfortunately there is no easy fix here as the transmission must be removed to replace the
combination slave cylinder and throwout bearing. There is some confusion about these two
transmissions and some believe they are one in the same. The new model has a detachable
bellhousing, a main case and extension housing, all made of aluminum. The mainshaft and
countershaft are supported by tapered bearings with shims under the races to set endplay. All
speeds are fully synchronized with helical-cut gears. The speed gears all run on needle
bearings on the shafts. Gone is the removable shift cover, and all shift components are housed
in the main case. Mercon ATF is the lubricant fill specified. Mazda M50D-R1. The case
configuration is also more rounded than the Mitsubishi. Toyo Koygo Photo of TK-5 with photo
of pan bottom inserted in lower left corner of photo. Photo of FM with photo of pan bottom
inserted in upper right corner of photo. Ford Ranger Manual Transmissions. More Articles:.
Trans Code. Toyo Koygo. All 2. The only modification that will need to be done is to the floor
plate. You can either cut it to fit the new shifter or you can remove the front seats and pull the
carpet back to get to the 4 8mm bolts that hold it on and swap in the one from your donor. All
that may be left is to trim the carpet. If you take your time, the piece that you trim out can be
used to replaced the gap it will leave behind the shifter. A transmission that came off a 2. The 2.

This means that the 2. This causes the tranny cross member to be moved 2. Your automatic
transmission truck has a shifter plate on the transmission hump under the carpet. Use the
manual shifter and floor plate from the
volkswagen jetta serpentine belt
1997 pontiac grand am fuse box diagram
single phase marathon motor wiring diagram
donor vehicle. Even though the flexplate bolt patterns are the same, they will not interchange
from an a4ld to a c5. You need to lengthen the rear driveshaft and the front shaft needs to be
shorter. You can avoid shortening the front one by using a front driveshaft from an Bronco II or
Ranger, which is already 4. From the original A4LD harness. Simply match them with the
remaining wires on the C5 switch. To put a C-4 behind a 2. Though this will limit you to only 3
speeds and no overdrive. Pinto wagons are your best bet for one of these. The Mustang 2. You
will need the C5 torque converter and the C5 flexplate. If replacing an automatic with a manual,
you need a manual transmission computer to turn the MIL off. You also need to hook up the
neutral switch to the computer. All Ford 4. Other than that, the others line up perfectly. The
bellhousing bolt changed to accommodate the SOHC 4. Have information or photos to add to
this page? Ford Ranger Transmission Swap Options. More Articles:.

